Lesson 1  Immigration

Review Questions: Using Headings and Subheadings
DIRECTIONS: Locate each heading below in your textbook. Then use the information under the correct heading and subheading to help you write each answer.

I. Europeans Flood Into America
A. How many Europeans came to America between the end of the Civil War and the beginning of World War I?

II. Asian Immigration
A. Why did many Chinese come to the United States?

B. Where did the Chinese mostly settle?

C. Why did the number of Japanese immigrants migrating to the United States increase?
III. Nativism Resurges

A. What is nativism?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

B. How did nativist groups discriminate against Catholics?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

C. What law of Congress barred Chinese immigration for 10 years?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

D. What directive by the San Francisco Board of Education created an international incident?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Summary and Reflection

DIRECTIONS: Summarize the main ideas of this lesson by answering the question below.

Why did immigrants come to the United States in the late 1800s and early 1900s?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________